Additional Supporting Materials and Resources for Teaching Sustainability Topics and Environmental Justice

Drawdown: 100 Solutions to Reverse Global Warming, Chad Frischmann

The Story of Stuff by Annie Leonard

Take the Story of Stuff Quiz: What kind of changemaker are you?

Empowering Students to Improve the World in Sixty Lessons, Version 1.0 by Fernando M. Reimers (Creative Commons)

How Empowering Women & Girls Can Help Stop Global Warming – Project Drawdown, Katharine Wilkinson

En-Roads Global Simulator by Climate Interactive, MIT / Sloan School.

Zero Waste Ted Talk by Bea Johnson

Multisolving approach by Climate Interactive, MIT / Sloan School

Bioneers.org podcasts and videos on environmental justice.

Isra Hirsi on A Future World

Trevor Noah’s interview with Greta Thunberg

ACPA Presidential Taskforce on Sustainability Change Agent Skills

Global Climate Strike Website